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HYPOELLIPTICCONVOLUTIONEQUATIONSIN K'p,p > 1
BY

G. SAMPSONAND Z. ZIELEZNY
ABSTRACT. We consider convolution equations in the space K'p,p > 1,
of distributions which "grow" no faster than exp(k\xf ) for some constant k.
Our main result is a complete characterization

of hypoelliptic convolu-

tion operators in K'„ in terms of their Fourier transforms.

In [7] and [8], the second author studied hypoelliptic convolution equations in the space S' of tempered distributions and in the space K\ of distributions of exponential growth. The purpose of the present paper is to extend these
investigations to the space K'p,p > 1, of distributions which "grow" no faster
than exp(fc|jr|p) for some constant k.
More precisely, we study convolution equations of the form

(1)

S*U=V,

where S is a distribution in 0'c(K'p : K'p), the space of convolution operators in

K'p,and U, VE K'p. The space EK'pof C°*-functionsin K'pis defined in a
natural way, and the equation (1) is said to be hypoelliptic in K'pif all solutions

UE K'pare in EK'pwhenever VEEK'p.
Our main result is the following characterization of hypoelliptic convolution operators in K'pin terms of their Fourier transforms (which are entire analytic functions).

Theorem I. A distributionS E 0'c(K'p: K'p)is hypoellipticin K'pif and
only if its Fourier transform S satisfies the following conditions:
(hj) There exist positive constants B and M such that

\S(S)\> V-\-B // %G R" and |£|> M.

(h2) |Imff/loglf| -+ » as |f| -+ «,, f G C, S(f) = 0, where\¡q + 1/p
= 1.
We also prove

Theorem n. Conditions(ht) and (h2) combined.areequivalentto
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(h3) Given e > 0 one can find a B > 0 such that for every m there exists

a constantCm so that |l/S(f)l < |f|VlIm?l<7 // |Imfl« < m loglfland |f| > Cm.
We note that, if S is in the space E' of distributions with compact support
and q = I, then conditions (hj) and (h2) are necessary and sufficient for S to be

hypoellipticin V' (see [1] and [4]).
1. The spaces Kp and K'p. We denote by Kp, p > 1, the space of all functions </>
G C0°(R") such that

Vfc(v)=

sup

e*l*lp|i>Vx)|<po,

*-1.2,...,

xBKn;\a\<k

where Da = (i^d/dx^i

■■• (i-19/3x„)a'" and |cc| = at + • • • + a„.

The topology in Kp is defined by the family of seminorms vk. Then Kp
becomes a Frechet space and the injections V —* Kp —►E are continuous; here
E denotes the space of all C°°-functionsand V the space of C°°-functions with
compact support (see [6] ).
By K'p we mean the space of continuous linear functionals on Kp- The
restriction T to V of a functional T G K_ is a distribution. Also, since V is dense
in Kp, T is determined by its values on V, i.e. by f. Thus we can identify T
with T and regard K'p as a space of distributions. We characterize the distributions in K'pby their "growth" at infinity.

Theorem 1. A distribution TED' is in K'pif and only if there exist positive integers m, k and a bounded continuous function f(x) on R" such that

<2>

T=K^Kiekbfmh

Proof. In case p = 1 the theorem was proved in [3]. For arbitrary p >
1, one can apply a similar argument which we present here for the sake of completeness.
It is obvious that a distribution of the form (2) defines a continuous linear
functional on Kp.
Conversely, suppose that Thin K'p. We first prove that, for some positive
integer fc0, the set of distributions
(3)

{e'k°lyfTyTx:yERn},

where ry Tx is the translation of Tx by v, is bounded in P.
Since T is continuous on Kp and the seminorms vk are increasing, there
exists e > 0 and a positive integer kx such that
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(4)

vk(ip)< e

implies\TQp)\< 1

for all integersk>kx and all ipG Kp.
On the other hand, we have |jc -y\p < 2p(|;c|p + |;>|p) and therefore

«Mx + >)) =

sup

*klx|P^ V*+j»)l

xGRn;|a|<*

sup

(5)

e^-y\p\Da^(x)\

xeRn;|al<*

<e*2P|y|P

sup

cfc2"lx|P[£)o£v5(.Jc)1
= cfc2Pl3'll,

*eR";|a|<fc2p

U)

*2

for all ipG Kp. Consequently,if kQ > kt2p, we infer from (4) and (5) that

\<e-k°^PTyTx, «x))\ = \<TX,«T^'V*

+ v)>|< e"1^)

for all <pE V, which proves that the set (3) is bounded in P'.
By a theorem of L. Schwartz (see [6, Vol. 2, Theorem XXII]), for every
relatively compact open set Í2 C R" there exists now an integer N > 0 and a
sufficiently small compact neighborhood K of the origin such that, for every <p
EVN
{e-k^PTy(T*^>):yEKn}

is a bounded set of continuous functions in Í2. It follows that e~k°MP(T* <p)(jc)
is a bounded, continuous function in R".
Let now E be a fundamental solution for the iterated Laplace operator Am,
i.e. AmE = 5. If «i is sufficiently large, E isN times continuously differentiable

and £ G C~(R"\{0}). Therefore,if y E VK and y = 1 in a neighborhoodof the
origin,we have yE E V%and 6 = Am(y£) - Wwhere WGP^. Hence T =
Am(yE*T)-W*Tandso

(6)

T= Z Da[ek°MPfJx)]
la Km

where/a are bounded, continuous functions in R". Taking primitive functions,
if necessary, one can reduce the right-hand side of (6) to one single term of the
form (2).
We introduce in K'pthe topology of uniform convergence on all bounded

sets in Kp.
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2. Convolutions in K'p. The convolution of a distribution TE K'pand a
function <pE Kp is defined as follows

(T * Mc) = (fi * TXx)= <Ty,¿x - v)>.
Using Theorem 1 one can easily verify that T * <pis a C"-function such that, for
some integer k0 > 0,

lz>a(r*v>)(*)l<c</°,x|P,
where Ca are constants.
More generally, convolution operators in K'pcan be defined and characterized similarly as in K\ by applying a method of L. Schwartz (see [5] and [3]).
For simplicity we define directly the space 0'c(K'p: K'p)of distributions in K'p
which are convolution operators in K'p.
Let yk, k = 1, 2,...,
be positive functions in C"(Rn) such that

(7)

yk(x) = ekM"

for|x|>l.

Theorem 2. For a distribution S E K'pthe following conditions are equiv-

alent:
(cj) The distributions Sk = ykS, k = 1, 2, . . . , are in S'.
(c2) For every integer k>0 there exists an integer m > 0 such that S =
"Zfa^mlffa w«cre/a, |a| <m, are continuous functions in R" whose products
with e*l*lp are bounded.
(c3) For every <pE Kp, the convolution S * ¡pis in Kp.
Proof. We prove the implications (c() <=>(c2) and (c2) *=>(c3).
Suppose that condition (ct) is satisfied and let k be an integer > 1. Since
Sk+l E S', we can write Sk+l = Daf where /is a continuous function in R"
such that

(8)

f(x) = 0(1 + |x|') as |x| — »

for some integer / > 0. Hence S = yk\lDaf=

fßto = (-D'^'/C^^+iíx)

^ß<0pi~ßfß where

= 0(e-*Mp) as |x| — ~

in view of (7) and (8). This proves the representation (c2).
Conversely, if (c2) holds for some given k, then Sk = ykS = 2|a|<m7fc£a/C{»
and applying to each term of the sum the Leibnitz formula one can see that Sk
is a sum of derivatives of functions which grow like polynomials. This means

that Sk is in S'.
By what has just been said, the convolution S * ¡pof S E K'pand <pE Kp
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is a C°°-function. If S satisfies condition (c2), then

S*<p= Z

V>afa)**=

|a|<m

Z fa*Da*
\a\<m

where fa, \a\ < m, are continuous functions decreasing as fast as e_*l*lp. Therefore

|(/a*D£VX*)l= $_~fa(yV>a<Áx-y)dy
(9)

< Caf+~e-* {l>-lp+l*->Mp}
dy,
where Ca, \a\ < m, are constants.
Given now any integer / > 0, we choose A;so large that k > 2pl + 1. Since

(10)

|jc|p < 2p {|y|p + |* - v|p}

for all Jr,y E Rrt,

we conclude from (9) that

\(fa*Da<p)(x)\<C*e-'Mp,
where C*, |a| < m, ate other constants. Since / was arbitrary, we proved that
S * ipE Kp, i.e. condition (c3) is satisfied.
Conversely,from (c3) it follows that, for any given integer k > 0, the set

of distributions
(11)

{e*MPTxSy :jrGR"}

is bounded in V'. In fact, for any <¿>
G V, (rxSy, <p(y))= (S * #X-*) where ftx)

= <p(-Jr).But S * ¡pis in Kp, whichshowsthe set (11) is bounded in V'. Applying now an argument analogous to that used in the proof of Theorem 1 one obtains for S the representation (c2).
We denote by 0'c(K'p: K'p)the space of all distributions 5 satisfying the
equivalent conditions (Cj)-^); it is the space of convolution operators in K'p.

If S E 0'c(K'p: K'p)and T E K'p,we definethe convolutionS * T by

<s* T,<p>
= <r ♦ s, v>>
= <r,§ * ip),
where ^GK and OS,«p>= (S, ¡p). The definition is consistent, since S * y =
(S * £)" is in Kp and from the proof of the implication (c2) ■*(c3) one can see
that the mapping </?—►
S * <pof Kp into Kp is continuous.

If both S and T are in 0'c(K'p: K'p)then S * T is also in 0'c(K'p: K'p). This
follows from condition (c2) and the associativityof the convolution, when all
factors are in 0'c(K'p: K'p).
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It is also easy to prove that the convolution commutes with differentiation,

i.e.Lftf *T) = DaS*T = S* IfT.
3. Fourier transforms. For a function \pE Kp, the Fourier transform ¡pis

definedby
'+-/<x.|>,
«Ö=J1"«W<X,EW)Ä

where <x, {■>
= xi^l + • • • + x„|„.

Also, the inversion formula holds, i.e.

A distribution 5 G 0'c(K'p: K'p)is in S'; its Fourier transform if is defined
by the Parsevalequality

<S,r/>>
= <5. h

for every \p E S

(see [6, Vol. 2]).
1
We establishi ao PalA\r_WipnAr
Paley-Wienert\rr\&
type tllArtrAm
theorem frtr
for tîïA
the pnqmo
spaces K„
■\p and
«i« Q'C(K'P
vcvixp :. K'p).
i\p
It is based on the following theorem due to G. I. Eskin [2],

Theorem (Eskin). An entire analytic function F(f) satisfying the estimate

(12)

|F(£ + ir])\< C(\ + \%\feA"""

/or some constants A, C, N > 0 and q> I, is the Fourier transform of a distribu-

tion S E S' of the form

(13)

S=

S D%

where m = N + « + 2 a«d /a, |a| < m, are continuous functions which, for
every e > 0, /«//î// /Äegrowth condition
(14)

/a(x) = 0(e-(B-e)lx|P)

as\x\~*oo

with B = p~l(qA)~plq and p = q/(q - 1).
Conversely, ifSES'is
the growth condition

(15)

of the form (13) with the functions fa satisfying

/a(x) = 0(e-swp)

as |x|->°°,

then the Fourier transform of S is an entire analytic function F(f ) such that

(16)
where e>0

\F(£ + m < Ce(l + \S\)me(A+e)l"l<7
is arbitrary and C is a constant (depending on e).
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Observe now that by increasing the constant B in (14) and (15) we can
make A in (12) and (16) arbitrarily small. Also, for a distribution S G S' we

have the formulafS = (IfS)".
The above observations combined with the definition of Kp, condition (c2)
in Theorem 2 and the theorem of Eskin lead immediately to

Theorem 3. (a) An entire analytic function F(f) is a Fourier transform
of a function <pG Kp if and only if for every N and e > 0 there exists a constant

C such that

\F(S + iii)\<C(l+\t\)-Ne^P.
(b) An entire analytic function F(f) is a Fourier transform of a distribution
S G û'c(K'p: K'p)if and only if for every e > 0 there exist constants N and C
such that

\F(S+ m<C(\

+ \S\)Ne<Wq.

In both (a) and (b), q = p/(p - 1), £ = Re f and 17= Im f.
Let Kp be the space of Fourier transforms of functions in Kp. We define
in Kp a locally convex topology by means of the seminorms

wkm = sup (1 + isife-iii'/*!^ + m,

k m 1,2,...

.

t+inec"
Theorem 4. The Fourier transformation is a topological isomorphismof

Kp onto Kp.
Proof. By Theorem 3 and because the Fourier inversion formula is valid
for functions in Kp, the Fourier transformation is an isomorphism of Kp onto
Kp. In view of the open mapping theorem it therefore suffices to show that the
mapping <p—*ß of Kp into Kp is continuous. For that purpose we observe that
if k is any given integer > 0 and we choose k' > kp~l + 1 then, for every multi-

index a with |a| < k,

IT*«*+ m = U"j-iix't+ill)Datix)dx
<j~J(x'ri)-k'MPdxvk.(<p)

<re-WpdxeaMqvkiv)

where a = q~l {(k' - l)p}~1/(p_1) < 1/k. Hence we conclude that wk((p)<
Cvk-(<p)
for some constant C (independent of <p),which proves the desired continuity.
Let K'p be the space of continuous linear functionals on Kp. We equip it
with the topology of uniform convergenceon all bounded sets in K . Each
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distribution TE K'phas a Fourier transform f in K'p defined by the Parseval
formula <f, <p)= (27r)"<r, ¡p),ipEKp. Moreover, from Theorem 4 we obtain
Corollary.
K'ponto K'p.

77ieFourier transformation is a topologicai isomorphism of

If S G 0'c(K'p: K'p) then, by Theorem 3, \p —>Sij/ is a continuous linear
mapping of Kp into Kp. Therefore, if fis the Fourier transform of a distribution TE K'p, one can define the product ST by

(ST,4>)= it Sty),

^EKp.

Moreover, one can easily prove that (S * Tf= ST.

4. Hypoelliptic convolution equations. We denote by EK'pthe space of

all C°°-functions/ such that
(17)

Daf(x) = 0(ea^p)

as |x| -> <»,

for some constant a (depending on /) and all multi-indicesa. Obviously EK'pis
a linear subspace of K'p.

Theorem5. If S G 0'e(K'p: K'p)andfE EK'p,thenS*fE EK'p.
Proof. Suppose that /satisfies condition (17) for some a. Since 5 is in
0'c(K'p : K'p), it admits the representation (c2) in Theorem 2, i.e. for every integer
k > 0 we can write S = 2|a|<mDa/a where fa, |a| < m, are continuous functions

such that
/«(*) = 0(e-*l*lp)

as |x| -► ~.

Choosingk > 2pa + 1 and applying the inequality (10) one can see that the
functions fa(y)Dßf(x - y)e^p~ai2xiP are bounded for every multi-index ß.
Therefore the convolutions

K(x) = (4 * /)(x) = ¡ya(y)f(x -y) dy
are C°*-functions and fulfill the growth conditions
Dßha(x) = 0(e<*l2*lp) as |x| -* ~.

It follows that the functions ha are in EK'pand consequently S * f =

ha\<mDahaisinEK'p.
We now consider the convolution equation (1), i.e. S * U = V where S G

Wp '■Kp) and U,V EK'p. If there exists a solution U in EK'pthen, by Theorem 5, V must be in EK'p.
Conversely, if all solutions U E K'p are in EK'pwhenever V is in EK'p,the
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equation (and the distribution S) is said to be hypoelliptic in K'p. In the next
two sections we prove that conditions (hj) and (h2) in Theorem I are necessary

and sufficient for S to be hypoellipticin K'p.
5. Necessity of conditions (ht) and (h2). In order to prove the necessity
of condition (hj) we first study series of the form

(,s)

!«'V

where 5(.t) is the S-Dirac measure with singularity at ¡\ G R" and the coefficients
ay are complex numbers. We assume that

(19)

\¡\\>2\¡_¿\>2i,

; = 1,2,...,

and

(20)

a,= 0(\¿f)

as/-*«,

for some integer p > 0. Then the series (18) convergesin S'.
The following lemma is a slightly strengthened version of Lemma 1 in [7].

Lemma1. Suppose that T is a distribution in S' whose Fourier transform

f is of the form (18),i.e.
m

(21)

f=Çi«/5(/î)

where ¡%and a,, j = 1,2,...,
satisfy conditions (19) and (20).
//, for every integer p>0,

(22)

a¡ = 0(\fi\-v)

as j-* co,

then T is a C"-function bounded in R" together with all its derivatives.
Conversely, if condition (22) is not fulfilled, then T is not in C"°(R").

Proof. By virtue of (20) and (21), T = (2ir)"i,S^,1^e'<x»/t>where the
series convergesin S'. If the coefficientsa, satisfy condition (22), the last series
convergesuniformly in R" together with all its term-by-term derivatives,which
proves the first part of the lemma.
Conversely,if T E C°°(R") then, for every p > 0 and ipE V,
{e-M,x) A"Tx f ,p(_x)>_> 0

«GR".

as |« | -► «,

Hence
oo

(23)

<r-hW\2%)>#*)>= I

by application of the Parsevalidentity.

', \¡%\2v&jÍ
- h) -* 0,
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We now choose y so that

(24)

\m\>i.

If condition (22) is not satisfied, then there exists p > 0 and an integer v0 > 0

such that

(25)

\rfW°ty\>P

for a subsequence of {a;}, but without loss of generality we take the whole sequence. Also, since (pE S, we have

(26)

«Ö = Odíf1"2"»"1)

as |g| -+ -, £ G R".

Setting .« = i% and making use of (19), (20) and (26) we obtain
oo

Z

aU\2vo^-kh)

= 0(2~k)

as*-+°o.

j=ij*k

On the other hand, conditions (24) and (25) imply that |afc| |fc£|2woli(0)|
> p. This contradicts the convergence(23). Our assertion is thus proved.

Theorem 6. If a distributionS G 0'c(K'p: K'p)is hypoellipticin K'pthen
its Fourier transform S satisfies condition (hj).

Proof. If condition (hx) is not satisfied then there exists a sequence {¡%}
C R" defined as in Lemma 1, such that

(27)

\§(ß\ < i^n.

The distribution0= SjljóYj) is in S' and, by Lemma1, Uis not in C°°(Rn).
But
00

(S* UJ = SÛ= Z S(jW(A)
/=i
'
whence, applying (27) and again Lemma 1, we conclude that S * U is in EK'p.

Thus S is not hypoellipticin K'p.
Remark. One can modify Lemma 1 and Theorem 6 so as to obtain a
proof of the necessity of condition (h3).
In the proof of condition (h2) we may restrict ourselves to continuous
solutions of the homogeneous equation.

Theorem 7. If every continuous solution of the homogeneous equation

(28)
which satisfies the estimate

S * U= 0
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(29)

U(x) = 0(e"Mp)

as |x| -+ °°

for some k> 0,has continuous first order derivatives in a neighborhood of the
origin, then condition (h2) holds.
Proof.

Without restriction of generality we may assume that the neighbor-

hood of the originis the ball B = [x: |x| < 1}.
Fix now k > 0 and denote by H k the space of continuous solutions of
equation (28) satisfying the estimate (29). In Hpk we define the norm

\\U\\= sup \U(x)\e-kWp.
jcSR"

We also denote by H* k the subspace of Hpk consisting of functions with continuous first order derivatives in B; a norm in H* k is defined by
n

HUH*
= 111711+
sup £

du , ,

UK1/-1

It is easy to see that H k and H* k are Banach spaces. By assumption Hpk is
mapped by the identity mapping onto H* k. The mapping is closed and therefore
continuous. Thus there exists a constant O 0 such that

(30)

||tf||*<C||i/||

forall£/G//p>fc.

If 5(f) = 0 for some £ G C, then U0(x) = ei(i'x) is a solution of equation

(28) and U0EHpk.

But
\\U0\\=

sup e-<n,*>-fclxl" = gßltji«
*€Rn

whereB = q'^kp)-"^,

and \\U0\\*= \\U0\\+ Z^l^le""

> \\U0\\+ |f|. Thus,

from (30) we obtain

tor7
lim -—>q(kpflp,
lfl—. loglfl
and since k is arbitrary we conclude that condition (h2) is valid.

Corollary.
(h2) holds.

If S E 0'c(K'p: K'p)is hypoellipticin K'p,then condition

6. The implication(h^, (h2) =>(h3). For q = 1 this implicationwas
proved by L. Hörmander [4]. In this section, we modify suitably Hörmander's
argument to our case. First we establish the following lemma on harmonic functions in R2.

Lemma 2. Given A, B, b > 0 aw<iq > 1 one can find a constant N>0
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such that if u is a harmonic function for x2 +y2 < p2 and satisfies the inequalities

(31)

«(jc,0) < 0,

u(x, y) > -a\yf -Bi",

x2 + y2 < p2,

then it follows that
(32)

u(x, y) < a\y f + (B + by",

providedthat 0<a<AandQ<r<

x2 + y2 < r2

p/N.

Proof. Assumingthat the lemma is false one can find a harmonic function v in R2 and real numbers a0, jt0, y0 such that
(33) **,0)<0,

i*[x,y)>-aQ\y\q-B,

v(x0, y0) > a0|v0r7 + (B + b).

This can be accomplished in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 1 in [4].
From the first two inequalities in (33) it follows that v is a linear function
of y, since v must be a harmonic polynomial which is bounded when v is
bounded. Suppose that v(x, y) = cy +d. Then d < 0, by the first inequality in
(33), and from the remaining two inequalities in (29) it follows that

(34)

a0\y\q +cy+B

+ d>0

and

(35)

a0\y0f -cy0 + (B + b)-d

<0.

In particular, setting y = -y0 in (34) we obtain a0\yQ\q - cyQ + B + d > 0
which contradicts the inequality (35), because d < 0.
Let now 5 be a distribution in 0'c(K'p: K'p)whose Fourier transform satisfies conditions (hj) and (h2). Then there exist constants Bv Ml > 0 such that

(36)

\S(Ç)\>\iCBl ifÉGRM£|>¿í,,

and

(37)

M*/loglfl-►-

if ? = £ + hi E C, |f| ->«», 5(f) = 0.

Furthermore, by Theorem 3, to every e > 0 there exist constants B2, M2 > 0 so

that

(38)

i-scm^ iti^2^»^^ if f g er, If|>M2.

Theorem 8. If the Fourier transform Sofa distribution S E 0'c(K'p: K'p)
satisfies conditions (36), (37) and (38), then to every m>0one can find a
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constant Cm such that

(39)

U/5(l)| < |£|2(Bi+B2+ 1Vl"l'7 if top < m login

and\i\>Cm.
Proof. Let M be a positive constant which we fix later. Given f G C"
such that 0 < toi' < m loglf | we consider the analytic function of one complex
variablez defined by

Fs(z) = 5« + znlto|) for \zf < M log|£|.
If |f | is sufficientlylarge,conditions(36), (37) and (38) implythat

(40)

\Fs(x)\ > (2\%\)~B* ifxGR, |x|« <Mlog|£|,

and

(41)

\Fi(z)\<(2\%\f2e^y\q if|z|«<Mlog|É|.

The function us(z) = log{(2\Z\)~Bi\Ft(z)\~1} is harmonic for Izl* <
M log(£) and large |f |, by virtue of (37). Moreover, from (40) and (41) it follows

that

(42)

us(x) < 0 if x G R and \xf < M logßl

and

(43)

us(z) > -e\y\" - (5, + 52)log(2|Ç|), \zf < Mlog|£|.
We now apply Lemma 2 with the constants A = 1 + e, B =

(5j + B2 + l)/(m + 1), b = l/(m + 1) and r" = (m + l)log|£|. If N is the
constant in the lemma, we set M = Nq(m + 1) and we observe that

(5, + 52)log(2|SI)< (5, + B2 + l)log|£l= Br",
if |f | is sufficiently large. Thus, by Lemma 2, we have

(44) us(z) < e\yf + (5, + B2 + 2)loglíl if \zf <r" = (m + l)log|£|.
Since

toi"< m loglf| < (m + l)log|£|= r"
if |f| is sufficiently large, we may substitute z = i to| in (44). Then we obtain

log{(2|£|fBl \S(i)r1} < etoF + (Bl +B2+ 2)log|$|
whence we conclude that
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H/5(f)l < |||2Bl+ß2 + Vlll<7 < ß|2(ßl+ß2 + 1)i.el.7li

where If | is sufficiently large. This proves Theorem 8.

Corollary.
For a distribution S E 0'c(K'p: K'p),conditions (hx) and (h2)
combined imply condition (h3).
7. Paramétrées. We define suitable parametrices for a distribution S G
0'c(K'p : K'p) and prove that these parametrices exist if 5 fulfills condition (h3).
In what follows b is a positive number and k a positive integer.

Definition.

A distribution P E K'pis said to be a (b, fc)-parametrixfor S

if it has the following properties:
(p,) There exists an integer m > 0 such that P = z^M<mIfFa where Fa,
\a\ < m, are continuous functions in R" such that Fa(jr) = 0(e~oMP) as |x|
—► oo

t

(p2) S * P = S - W, where 6 is the Dirac measure and W is a function in
Ck(Rn) satisfying the growth condition DaW(x) = 0(e~b\x\P) as |jt| —>•°° when

|a| < k.
Theorem 9. Let S be a distribution in 0'c(K'p: K'p)which satisfies condition (h3). 77ie«for each pair (b, k) there exists a (b, k)-parametrix for S.
Proof.
In order to simplify the notation we present the proof of Theorem 9 for « = 2. The general case can be handled in the same way.
We apply condition (h3) with e and m to be fixed later. Suppose that (h3)
holds for some given e, m, B>0 and Cm > 1. Then the function

F(j:.f)={(27r)2S(f)<f,f>'i}-1e'üc'í>
is analytic in f, when |n|* < m loglf| and If| > Cm, provided that Cm is sufficiently large. If p > 5/2 + 1, then .F(jr, %)is integrable over R2\Q, where Q =
{%ER2: Ig.| < Cm,j = 1, 2}. Moreover, if p is even and

(45)

*(*)=

//*"(*.

%)d%2d%lt

R2\Q

then it is easy to verify that the distribution
(46)

H = A*1«

satisfiesthe equation

(47)

S*H = 6~^2ffe'<*-»di2dilli)
The integral in (45) can be represented as
(!) In what follows we assume that u is even; otherwise we should need (-A)M in (46).
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(48) // = f

r +f" f

-r

f

We now replace the iterated integrals in (48) by integrals over contours in the
respective complex planes.

Let a be a C°°-function of one real variable r defined for r > 0 in such a
way that a(f) = Cm for 0 < r < Cm, a is increasing for r>Cm, and o(r) = CmearP

for r > 2Cm, where a is a positive constant. We extend o to negative values of
r by setting a(-r) = -a(r). We also denote by o* an increasing, odd C°°-function
on R such that dko/dxk\x=0 = 0, k = 1, 2,. . . , and o*(r) = o(r) for r > Cm.
Further, let t be an even, C°°-function on R such that r(r) = 0 for |r| < Cm,
t is increasing for r> Cm, and r(r) = c|r|p/<7 for |r| > 2Cm, where c is a positive
constant.
We assume that

(49)

(V2~T(r))«<mlog|a(r)| for |r|>Cm

which implies that

(50)

(yj2cf < ma.

Given any x = (xv x2) in R2 we denote by A¡ (or A?",respectively) the
contour in the complex f;- plane defined by f-(r) = o(r) + i sgn Xjj(r), where r
runs from -°° to -Cm and from Cm to °° (or by f (r) = o*(r) + í sgn x;r(r),
where r runs from -°° to <»,respectively). By the inequality (49), the contours

Aj x Af, AJ x A2 and Aj x A2 Uein the domain toi* < m loglf|. If, in addition,

(51)

p>5

+ em + l

then we can write

(52)

*« - (JAii5 + JAÎJA2- JA|/A2)^. n«, «,•

We denote by X;-and Xj*the parts of the contours Ay and A¿*,respectively,
obtained by restricting the values of the parameter r to the interval (~|x|, |x|).
The remaining portions of Ayand Ay*will be denoted by Tyand Ty*,respectively.

If

W = (jri Jr5+ Jrî Jp2- SrtJpa)"fc0*a *,.
we now set P = A**«!. Then, by virtue of (46), (47) and (52), we have
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(53)

S *P = 8 - W

where

W= S * A"A2
+7T3
SÍ e'<X'°
¿h <*ti
(2lt) Q
and

*»<*>
- (l,i,+ JL.JL,
-1,£,)**
o««..
The proof of the theorem follows immediately from the next two technical
lemmas.

Lemma 3. Thefunction Aj satisfies the growth condition
(54)

« j i» = 0(e"c I*lp) as |x| -»• oo.

Proof.

Consider first the integral

wheref(r) = (f,^), f2(f2))and Jyfy)= ofy) + / sgnJtyrfy),/ = 1, 2.
For |f,| and |r2| sufficiently large, we have

KKO.f(0>lM
> exp{pa(|fj |p + |r2r°)}
and

lfi(**iX¿(**2)l
<W

exPWilP + l'2lP)}-

Also, from (h3) it followsthat

^

<lf(OIBexp{e|77(Oli}
< 2 c£ exp{(J5a
+ e(cyßfXUt \p + U2\p)},

provided that |ij| and |f2| are sufficiently large.
Further, if |fj|, |r2| > \x\, we have

|exp{/U, f(0>}l = exp{-c(|jr1| \tx\^
<exp{-c(|jr1|

+ |x2| \t2\Plq)}

+ |jc2|)Wp/«} <exp{-c|x|p}.

Consequently, for \tY\ and |r2| sufficiently large and > |jt|,
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\f(x, f(0)ri(fi)r2('2)i
(55)

<(27r)-2CB,exp{-c|x|p}|r|p

x exp{[5a + a-pa + etW^KIf,/

+ U2IP)}.

But

Ba + a-pa + e(cyj2f <a(B + 1 -p + em) <0,
because of (50) and (51). Therefore the right-hand side of (55) is integrable
with respect to f, and t2 over |ij|, \t2\> Cm, which proves the growth condition (54) for the integral under consideration.
We now observe that

(56)

LM 1'1 F(x,f)df2#i = f'1 /rl2 P(x,f)df2df,

where lt is the line ii(t¡) = tx +1 sgnXjTflxl) directed from -°° to «>. The last
integral is equal to

f" L ,*..^kKOXÍCa)*»*..
wheref(f) = (f^),

f2(f2)),f^)

= i, + /sgnx^dxl) and f2(f2) = otï2) +

i sgn x2r(f2).

If Ui I, |f21 are sufficiently large and |f21 > \x\, we now have

Kfa),f(0>r>H(f2+e2a,/2l>,
\t2(t2)\<^2fea^pf

and, in view of (h3) and (49),

|l/£(f(0)l< (t\ + S'Wfe^JïWi?
<(t\

+e2flli2'P)B+me/2

Also, for |r2|>|x|,
|exp{/(x, f(f)>}|<exp{-c(|x,|

<exp{-e(|x,|

\x\pl« + |x2| |i2|"/«)}

+ |x2|)|x|p/«} <exp{-c|x|p},

so that, finally,
\Hx, Um'2(t2)\ < (2jr)-2e-l*lPk2|VIÍ2|P(íÍ

(57)

< (2ff)-2e-cl*lp|i2|Pefl,f21

+ c-2fl"2'V-M+me/2

(r2 + e2a|i2|P)-i-me/2
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because of (51). Since the last expression in (57) is integrable with respect to
fi and t2 for r.GR and \t2\> Cm, condition (54) holds for the integral (56).
The integral ¡rlfr^F(x,
f)c?f2 d^t can be estimated in the same way. Lemma
3 is now established.

Lemma 4. Given any pair (b, k) we can choose the constants e, a (sufficiently small) and m, c (sufficiently large) so that

DaW(x) = 0(e-W)

as \x\ -»• °°

for \a\ < k.
Proof. Assume that |jt| —>°° through xvx2
modify suitably our argument.

> 0; otherwise we could

By definition,
(58)

DaW = S * DaA»h2 +^-2Da$$
\¿Tt)

««*•*>d%2d\x
Q

where

**«=(kx/xi+i, k2- JL.
Q«* ^ *■
It is easy to verify that «2 is a C°°-function such that h2(x) = 0 for |jt| < Cm
and

Dah2(x) = 0(e<«(l«l+i)lxlp)

as |x| -» °°

for all a.
On the other hand, by Theorem 2, for every integer p one can find an integer / such that S = Z{ß[<pßfß, where fß, \ß\ < /, are continuous functions in R"
satisfying the condition

(59)

fß(x) = 0(e-pWp) u\x\-*■"».

Therefore, if a is so small that (2p + k + I + l)a < p, we can write

(60) 5*ZWA2=

Z (-l),a+,T

f" fß(y)Day+ßay.h2(x-y)dy2dyl

where |a| < k.
We decompose «2(jr -y) as follows: h2(x - v) = gx(x, y) + g2(x, y)
where gx(x, y) is defined similarly as «2(jc -y) except for the contours which
are parts of Aj, A2, AJ", A| obtained by restricting the parameters r,, t2 to the
interval [-|jc|, |jc|] (instead of [-|x -y\, \x -y\\).
The function gx(x, y)'isa sum of three integrals one of which is
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JC.^PKT.^-*««**^^*«

wheref(f) = (^(f,), f2(f2)), f.O,) = <»•(/,)+ sgnf^ -y^tj
o(72) + sSn(*2 ~^2)r(i2)-

_L-D°(

and f2(i2) =

Its contribution toward the right-hand side of (60) is

f e'^d^dt,

(2ff)2 Jmj*2

(62)

+j;tn|We -5JCS,
w*. ^ ****■]
* *«

where the functions Fv F2, F3 are defined by

*ifc*o- /=0r (-i/^-^/fw)/,^),^^).
^(*.* o - /=2E (-iyn*-y./r(0Vt('iV^('a)'
r,*=0

where

,Í(t) = (yf,(*.),yf2(i2)),

r(,f(0 = 0,,f »(*,),r.,f2(i2))

ISi(t1) = o*(tl) + iT(\x\),

yf2(í2) = (-iya(W)

Mi) = (-iMlxl) + //,,

yf2(r2)= a(t2)+ h(\x\), / = 2, 3,

rj M

= (-Wo*(\x\) + itl,

+ /í2, /-0,1.

r>íf2(í2)= (- l)'a(W) + it2.

In deriving (62) we made repeated use of Cauchy's integral theorem.
For sufficiently large |x| each of the integrals in curly brackets in (62) is

less than
(63) exp{{-c + c" [e2q'2 + (2/aXl/pp)1/(p_1)] + a(B + Jfc+ / + l)}|x|p}.
Given b > 0, we now fix e so small and p (or equivalently I) so large that

é2«/2+(2/í)(l/pp)<lA7(26pr1.
Next we choose c = 2bp and a = b/(B + k + I + I). Then the expression in
(63) is less than e~b\x\P% in order to satisfy condition (50) we have, however,
to choose m >a~l(<*/ï)q.
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A representation similar to (62) can be obtained for the contribution toward the right-hand side of (60) of the two remaining integrals which make up
gx(x, y). The sum of the first terms in these representations is

and, for sufficiently large |jc|, we have

5*«*•*>
¿Mr,

^el-c+a(k

+ 2)]\x\P <e-6Ulp>

under the above choice of c and a.
In view of (58) the proof of the lemma will be complete if we can choose
e, a sufficiently small and c, m sufficiently large to insure that

(64>

Jiro.

fß(yy%+ßACS2(x,y) dy2dyx= CXe-oW)

as |jc| —*■
», for |a| < k and |/3|< /. We again prove (64) for one of the three
integrals of which g2(x, v) is composed, namely for

where f(r) is as in (61). The other integrals can be estimated analogously.
The part of (64) generated by the integral (65) can be written in the form

¿

Sí fß(yn+ßAyGr,s(x,y)dy2dyi

where I'0 = (-», Xj), l{ = (xp «>),/ = 1, 2, and

with

r/(0 = (Jiír,), ,r2(i2)).
rfi('i) = a*(ix)+ HWi),

,r2(í2)=^2)+í-wwt)But, for I17I
< m loglf| and |f | > Cm, the function [5(f)<f,f>"]_1 is bounded
together with all its derivatives,because of (51). Therefore, if |jc -y\ is sufficiently large and > \x\, we have
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W$+ß A» Grs(x, y)\ < exp{-c|jc|p + a(2p + k + / + 3)|jc - v|p},

r, s = 0,1.
For a given b > 0 we now set c = 2b and choose p (or equivalently /) so
that p> b. Next we choose a so small that a(2p + k + I + 3) < b\2p. Again
m must be sufficiently large, because of (50). It follows that

SS fß(y)Dy+ßAyGriS(x,y)dy2dyl=0(e-bMP)
as |jc| —►<»,which proves (63) and thus the lemma.
Remark. Note that condition (51) is not inconsistent with the choice of
the constants in the proof of Lemma 4, since e can be chosen arbitrarily small.

8. Sufficiency of condition (h3). In order to establish the sufficiency of
(h3) we need only to prove

Theorem 10. Let S be a distribution in 0'c(K'p: K'p). If for every pair
(b, k) there exists a (b, k)-parametrixfor S, then S is hypoelliptic in K'p.
Proof.

(66)

Suppose that U is a solution in K'pof the equation

s * U= V

where KG EK'p. We have to prove that, in fact, UE EK'p.
By Theorem 1, we can write U = D*3/where/is a continuous function
such that
(67)

f(x) = 0(eblMP)

asW-*oo,

for some constant bx > 0.
On the other hand, since V E EK'p, V is a C°°-function such that

(68)

IfV(x) = Oí/2'*1") as M->»

for some b2 > 0 and all a.
Suppose now that / is any given positive integer. By assumption there exists a (b, Â:)-parametrix
P for S with b = bt + b2 + 1 and k = I + |/?|. Thus we
have

(69)

S *P = 5 - W

where P and W satisfy the growth conditions in (pt) and (p2).

From (66) and (69) it now followsthat

U=U*8 = U*(S*P) + U*W
= (U*S)*P+U*W=V*P+U*W
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where the convolutions are well defined and the associativity is legitimate because
of the rate of decrease of P and W.

But V * P is in EK'p,since by (pt),

DP(V*P)=

£

(lF+a,V)*fa„

la'Km

where
fa.(x) = 0(e-b^p)

as|x|->oo,

so that V * P is a C°°-functionand, by (68),
If(V * P)(x) = 0(eb2lxf)

as |x| -» ~

for all a.
Also U* W= f* DßW,which shows that U * Wis a function in Cl and,

by (67),
Ü*(U * W)(x)= 0(eb iU|P)

as |x| — ~

for |a| < I
Consequently U is a function in C1 and
Z)*£/(x) = e(&1+62)l*lP aslxl^co

for |a| < I. But / was arbitrary and therefore U must be in EK'p.
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